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European Dairy Association
@EDA_Dairy
#BrexitVote One step in the direction of a hard
Brexit, devastating to the #EU and #UK dairy sector
@EDA_Dairy urges politicians to live up to their
responsibility and find a solution to avoid a hard
#Brexit!

➤ Check out our new Dairy Focus

on the Romanian EU Presidency

One step in the direction of
a hard Brexit?
Following the House of Commons’ rejection of

Georgian Dairy Association
meets DG NEAR
The Georgian Dairy Association met together with

EDA secretary general Alexander Anton and civil
servants of DG NEAR (European Neighbourhood
Policy And Enlargement Negotiations) to pursue the
exchange on the potential of the Georgian Dairy
sector and the best way to support this dynamic
dairy sector by the European Commission.

Prime Minister Theresa May’s agreement with the
European Union, EDA urged decision-makers on
both sides of the Channel to act responsibly. An
increasingly likely “no deal” Brexit scenario would
bring a completely new scale of a milk crisis,
affecting the industrial and societal backbone of
rural Europe. EDA Secretary General, Alexander
Anton calls for a relationship between the EU and
the UK that remains as close as possible to the
status quo after Brexit and throughout a transition

“It was very good to hear that the European

period. This would secure the free movement of

Commission does appreciate our pro-European

milk and dairy products between the EU and UK

approach that we have launched together with EDA.

with no tariffs or quotas from either side for milk

Our expertise, knowledge

and dairy products, and limit non-tariff barriers to

and our ideas on the

future development of the dairy industry in Georgia
have been well received and we are really looking
forward to defining the next steps in coordination,
both at national and European level”, concluded
Armin Huttenlocher (DairyGeorgia).

trade (SPS/TBT) as much as possible.
➤ "Don't spill the milk": check out our PR
➤ "A no-deal Brexit": check out interview of EDA
Secretary General Alexander Anton by Food
Ingredients 1rst
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EU-Mercosur negotiations
The EU is currently negotiating a trade agreement with
the Mercosur states as part of the overall negotiation
for a bi-regional Association Agreement. In light of
these ongoing negotiations, Sandra Gallina, EU

Chief Negotiator and Deputy Director-General at
DG Trade, hosted on 15 January a Civil Society
Dialogue to take stock of outstanding concerns and
update

the participants

on the status of the

negotiations. Sandra Gallina informed us about the
outstanding issues which are mainly automotive,
maritime,

GI’s

and

dairy.

According

to

the

Commission, small steps have been taken with regards
to skimmed milk powder, but the cheese quotas
offered by Mercosur are insufficient. The EU will not
accept an offer to allocate large quotas for unknown
cheeses while the popular exported cheeses would
receive small quotas. Each offer should reflect the total
population and consumption.

EU-Japan trade agreement
will enter into force on 1st
February 2019
The EU and Japan notified each other on 21st
December 2018 of the completion of their respective
ratification procedures. As a final step on the EU side,
the Council adopted a decision on the conclusion of
the Economic partnership agreement (EPA) and the EU
-Japan trade agreement will enter into force on 1 st
February 2019. The EU-Japan EPA is the biggest trade
agreement concluded to date by the EU and 99% of

French Mandaroty Origin
Labelling (MoL) decree:
another step back for the
Single Market
The French mandatory origin labelling Decree
n° 2018-1239 keeps rolling for two more years after
the questionable extension, discreetly accorded to
France on 24 December 2018. The European
Commission failed again to defend the EU Single
Market not opposing the prolongation of the
French national origin labelling move (even without
the required ex post impact assessment of the
decree). EDA called last year for a European impact
assessment of the MoL tests addressing a letter to
EU Commissioner Vytenis

Andriukaitis and plead

for the protection of the Single Market in a letter to
EU Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker. In
this context, while France is pursuing its course
towards national MoL rules, this year the European
Court of Justice will finally shed light on the Origin
labelling case with a sound Pan-European and
Single Market perspective.

European Dairy Association
@EDA_Dairy
Adieu, #SingleMarket: French mandatory origin
labelling rules prolonged until March 2021 @EuropeanCommission fails to play its basic
role as guardian of the treaties despite its own
assessment ("justification not very substantial",
"no proof provided by French authorities")

the tariffs applied on EU exports to Japan, which
currently amount to about €1 billion, will be removed.
The agreement, covering nearly one third of global
GDP, will create new opportunities for EU agricultural
exports by removing the existing Japanese tariffs on
products such as cheeses and it will increase Japanese
quotas for EU exports of skimmed milk powder, butter
and whey.
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Save the date !
EDA Policy Conference
Wednesday 20 March 2019

Dairy Highlights ahead...
18 › 24/01: Conference “Global Dairy
Perspective: Growing Globally” │
Orlando (US)

14:30 – 18:00
New Venue: Scotland House
Rond-Point Schuman 6, 1040 Brussels (BE)

‘The EU Dairy landscape 2019-2024’

28/01: AGRIFISH Council│ Brussels,
(Belgium)
07/02: EU Info Day: Promotion of
Agricultural Products │ Brussels,
(Belgium)
18 › 20/02: EU Commissioner Phil
Hogan’s High Level Mission to the
United Arab Emirates

Confirmed speakers include:
Barbara Otte-Kinast (Minister of Food, Agriculture and
Consumer Protection, Lower Saxony), Tom Tynan (cabinet
EU Commissioner Phil Hogan), Florent Courau (Director
General JD.COM), Valentina Zanetti (Zanetti spa / co-chair of
ASSOLATTE’s “Young Dairy Committee”), and candidates for
the 2019 EP elections including Max Schulman (Finland) and
Tilman Kuban (Germany) , Bert-Jan Ruissen (Netherlands)
and Søren Gade (Denmark).

...followed by our Annual Cheese Buffet.

Your favourite Dairy Product?
"This is a no-brainer. A large wedge of crumbly
Wensleydale cheese from North Yorkshire -“the land of
green acres” - washed down with a pint of Theakston’s
Bitter brewed in the next valley.”

John Clarke
Deputy Director General, DG AGRI
European Commission

22/02: Civil Dialogue Group on Milk
│ Brussels, (Belgium)
23/02 › 03/03: Salon International
de l’Agriculture │ Paris, (France)
18/03: AGRIFISH Council│ Brussels,
(Belgium)
20/03: EDA Dairy Policy
Conference│ Brussels,
(Belgium)

john clarke
@JohnAClarkeEU
EDA is a serious federation representing
with élan a very dynamic sector! My team
proud to work with you to develop
exports - and imports (imports also
good!), and promote GIs. Our
hardworking dairy farmers to thank for
much of it! @EDA_Dairy #dgagri
#eucolait
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